Guide for trading on the "PancakeSwap" exchange.
At first it may seem difficult to you. But, in fact, you only need to configure everything once
and then you can trade in seconds, since the initial settings will all be retained.

The first step is to make sure that you have the “MetaMask” wallet installed and the
“Binance Smart Chain” network is added to it.
If this is not the case, we recommend starting all actions from this stage:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1h5GZg0P2U7kYY60EVxEFNlPM_-04IuSwnMCRuleQ
1oc/edit?usp=sharing

Then you need to go to the official website “PancakeSwap”

https://pancakeswap.finance/
Connect your wallet. This can be done by clicking the “Connect Wallet” button in the
upper right corner and then selecting “MetaMask” from the list.

To search for Vodka Token, insert the smart contract address into the search bar:

0x66da5cc445fec38a9475ae7941f89110b9d256b9
Единственный и оригинальный адрес контракта (*остерегайтесь клонов и
мошенников). Оригинальный адрес контракта для торгов также доступен
на сайте и в наших официальных группах в Telegram, Twitter и Discord.
Cайт: https://vodkatoken.com/
Telegram: https://t.me/vodkatoken
Twitter: http://twitter.com/VodkaToken
Discord: https://discord.gg/G5ECxRju5u

After entering the address of a smart contract (namely, a smart contract, because
pankake does not verify projects for searching by name in the first days after listing),
the original address of the “Vodka” token will appear in the list.

* It is possible that in the first minutes many tokens - clones of the same name
can be created. Check the address of the contract carefully!

Click on the VODKA contract address, you will be taken to the token information page.

Here you can find out all the information about the VODKA coin: token price, trading
volume, liquidity amount, number of transactions, as well as all the latest Vodka token
transactions on the “PancakeSwap” exchange. To do this, you need to scroll down to the
“Transactions” tab.

After you have found out all the information you are interested in and decided to
purchase a token. This can be done as follows:

You need to click the "Trade" button in the upper right part of the screen.

When you first go to the "Trade" page for new, recently added tokens, Metamask will ask
you to check the correctness of the contract (it is enough to check the last 4 characters
of the contract). If everything fits together, check the box “I understand” and click “Import”

How it works?

In front of you you will see the "Exchange" window - this is the only element required to
interact with the exchange.
1. Above you see the “From” column - this is what you GIVE.
2. Slightly below, below it - the “To” column - this is what you GET
Here you can choose which coin you want to receive your funds.

Buying tokens: In order to buy VODKA tokens, click on the arrow located between
the two sections “From” and “To”. Token will change in place
Great, you are now ready to purchase Vodka Token!
1. To do this, enter in the “From” column the amount in BNB or BUSD that you want to
spend on the purchase. The value in the “To” column will show the number of tokens
that you will receive after completing the transaction.
2. A little advice. If you want to buy a coin in a pair different from the VODKA / BNB
pair, be prepared for the fact that you will have to confirm the interaction of the new
token (BUSD) with the pancake. For example, you want to buy VODKA tokens with
BUSD. First you have to allow “PancakeSwap” to interact with your BUSD tokens.
3. Let's say you buy VODKA tokens for BNB. Select the BNB token in the upper
window, enter the desired amount, in the lower window the number of VODKA tokens
will automatically change depending on the BNB amount

* If you don't know how to buy BNB, we recommend that you read this easy
step-by-step guide:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Iu0Itokx93dc9mwicn2HRKaUJZjPRoADNPvJbt
U_iZM/edit?usp=sharing

Keep in mind that our smart contract has a 10% commission for each
transaction that goes to replenish the liquidity pool, develop the project
and burn tokens.
Therefore, you need to set * Slippage> 10%. Otherwise, the transaction will
simply fail.
* Slippage - the percentage by which the amount of tokens you receive may
change.
But you need to understand that the faster the price of a coin changes, no
matter whether it rises or falls, the greater the percentage of “Slippage” you
need to set for the successful execution of the transaction.

1. In order for your transaction to be successfully executed, you need to click on

the "gear" icon, in the window that appears, we recommend changing the
values of the "Slippage" parameters, starting from 12-13%, if necessary,
increase this percentage.

2. Next, exit the settings (by clicking the cross at the top right), then click the "Swap"
button, confirm the action in Metamask, wait for the confirmation and execution
of the transaction and the tokens are in your wallet.

Congratulations, you are now VODKA Token holders!

